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Abstract
This deliverable – Empirical study of the vocal aspects of the user interventions in dialogues
– summarizes the analysis of the vocal interventions of users in sample dialogues, from both
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the verbal and paralinguistic angles (i.e. pitch, pitch slope, word durations). It outlines the
requirements resulting from the analysis of dialogues recorded in the first session of
KRISTINA recordings. The existing speech-to-text systems were evaluated on this corpus and,
as estimated, the results reinforce the need to adapt the systems to project requirements.
Preliminary analyses demonstrate that meaningful words identified by expert users have a
larger pitch slope and a bigger duration than the rest of the words, and that disfluencies are
more present in interactive types of data. The results presented in this deliverable should be
confirmed on larger corpora recorded in the next sessions.
The information in this document reflects only the author’s views and the European Community is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained therein. The information in this document is provided as is and no
guarantee or warranty is given that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information
at its sole risk and liability.

co-funded by the European Union
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Executive Summary
This document summarizes the preliminary analysis of the vocal aspects of the user
interventions in dialogues. The audio data collected during the first step of recordings is
described, then linguistic (finding what words are meaningful for experts and non-experts),
paralinguistic cues (i.e. pitch, pitch slope, word durations) and the link between the two are
analysed. The analyses are mainly performed from the perspective and with the use of
automatic speech recognition and spoken language understanding. Prosodic studies showed
that, in recorded data, prosody varies across languages even if the content is emotionally
relevant and the speaker is the same. Preliminary analyses demonstrate that meaningful
words (keywords) identified by expert users have a larger pitch slope and a bigger duration
than the rest of the words. The disfluencies are more present in interactive (interview,
dialogue) types of data than in less interactive types of data (monologue). The results
presented in this deliverable should be confirmed on larger corpora recorded in the next
sessions. This deliverable presents the evaluation of the existing speech-to-text systems on
the KRISTINA corpus. As estimated, the results (word error rate, perplexity, out-ofvocabulary rate) reinforce the need to adapt the systems to project requirements.
Preliminary conclusions are established on limited corpora and should be confirmed on
larger corpora (to be recorded in future sessions).
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

ASR
DRK
DM
DTD
EKUT
NLG
OOV
RST
semFYC
STT
TTS
UAU
UC
UPF
WER

Meaning
Automatic Speech Recognition
Deutsches Rotes Kreuz, Kreisverband Tübingen
Dialogue management
Document Type Definition
Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen
Natural language generation
Out of vocabulary word
Rhetorical Structure Theory
Sociedad Española de Medicina de Familia y Comunitaria
Speech-to-text
Text-to-speech
Universität Ausburg
Use Case
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Word error rate
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1 INTRODUCTION
This document describes the studies performed in task T3.1 (Empirical study of the vocal
aspects of the user interventions in dialogues) during the first six months of the project.
The goal of the KRISTINA project is to develop a communication interface between an
advanced information system and a human user. As a dialogue system, this communication
interface will be based on five main technologies: Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),
Spoken Language Understanding (SLU), Dialogue Management (DM), Natural Language
Generation (NLG) and Content-to-Speech (CTS) synthesis. In this deliverable, dialogue
samples are analysed from the perspective of the two first technologies involved in KRISTINA
(ASR and SLU). The dialogue from the perspectives of other technologies will be studied in
the work packages addressing them. The present study makes use of the manual
transcription for German, Polish, Spanish and Turkish. The Arabic transcriptions are still
under validation and are only partially used.
This deliverable is structured in three parts: the first part contains the description of the
available corpora. The second part illustrates the linguistic and paralinguistic analysis of the
data. The deliverable ends with a section containing preliminary conclusions established on
the first set of recordings.
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2 CORPUS DESCRIPTION
The first round of recordings was carried out in May 2015. In this first round, several types of
corpora were recorded: read and spontaneous speech (dialogue, interview, monologue).
This first round of recordings has mainly served
1) to evaluate spontaneous dialogue prompting techniques;
2) to test different technical specifications and recording equipment;
3) to define the participants' linguistic and personal profiles.
The recordings are to a major extent on the KRISTINA domain and cover all KRISTINA
languages: German, Polish, Turkish, Spanish and Arabic. Therefore, they were used to get
started with technical development of speech recognition, vision, language analysis and
speech generation. This corpus is used in this deliverable for making a preliminary analysis of
vocal aspects of the dialogues.
The following instructions were given to participants to elicit speech in order to capture
various speech styles:




spontaneous:
o dialogue: general instructions over a specific topic (explain symptoms, give
advice, show how to use a wheelchair);
o interview: answer to written questions;
o monologue: general instructions concerning neutral, positive and negative
feelings (speak about Tübingen, about a positive/negative experience in your
professional life);
read: selected written sentences from real dialogues from the DiK corpus (DIK, 2005)

An audio sample of 37 minutes was recorded by semFYC. It corresponds to a non-acted
dialogue between a doctor and several patients (27 speaker clusters were automatically
identified in the audio using the VR audio partitioner (after (Gauvain, 2001) )).
The characteristics of the recorded corpus are displayed in Table 1. In order to avoid human
interventions that were not in the scope of KRISTINA dialogue and to remove very noisy
segments, this corpus was manually partitioned. The introductory part and last segments of
audio that contained mainly instructions were removed. When an audio file contained more
than one language, the file was split into corresponding language-specific parts. Files that
contained too much noise or overlapped speech were not taken into consideration.
Read and spontaneous speech differ in prosody (Blaauw, 1991) acoustic characteristics
(Masanobu Nakamura, 2008) as well as linguistic cues. As in KRISTINA spontaneous speech
will be used, the read speech data was not taken into account in the current study. It will be
used in KRISTINA for contrastive evaluation in expressive speech synthesis experiments.
The Arabic transcriptions were very difficult to accomplish. The Arabic speakers are in an
environment that favours code-switching (in a foreign country, with other non-Arabic
speakers). They use Moroccan Arabic with lots of dialect borrowings and even use some
French and Spanish words. The transcriptions must use the Arabic alphabet. As far as we
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know, there is no standard orthographic form for non-Arabic words, and their spellings may
vary from one transcriber to another (and even in the same document transcribed by the
same person). Degraded audio quality adds even more difficulty to produce a correct and
homogeneous transcription for Arabic recordings.
Language
Arabic
German
Polish
Spanish

#files #speakers Audio duration (s) Speech Duration (s)
18
8
2799
2640
14
8
4259
3621
2
2
1016
812
1
27
2272
1987
1
9
8
1033
951
Turkish
12
9
4705
3548
Table 1. Basic characteristics of the KRISTINA audio corpus.
The aim is that the complete KRISTINA multimodal dialogue corpus contains approximately
30 hours of audio/video recording for each of the five languages considered in KRISTINA.
English is used as a control language in the project and no corpora will be acquired in
KRISTINA.
This preliminary round of recordings took place in two locations: Tübingen (Session 1) and
Málaga (Session 2). EKUT hosted the recordings in Tübingen (for Turkish, Polish and German)
with the participation of DRK and the technical partners UPF, UAU, and UULM. SemFYC
hosted the Málaga session (for Arabic and Spanish), with the participation of semFYC and
UPF. In what follows, the details of these sessions are described and the feedback
concerning speaker adequacy is summarized.

2.1

Session 1 (Tübingen Recordings)

Session 1 included EKUT and DRK use cases covering Turkish and Polish. German was used as
a control language. The recordings involved thirteen speakers:



8 females aged from 25 to 55
5 males aged from 25 to 32

Eleven speakers reported bilingualism in the following language pairs:



2.2

Turkish/German (tr_de): 9 participants
Polish/German (po_de): 2 participants

Session 2 (Málaga Recordings)

Session 2 included semFYC's use case covering Arabic. Spanish was used as a control
language. The recordings in Málaga involved eight participants:



4 females aged from 33 to 42
4 males aged from 41 to 55

1

Two files were discarded in the following studies due to poor audio quality.
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All participants were native speakers of different dialects of Arabic. Six participants could
speak Spanish at different conversational levels. Only one speaker reported being bilingual.
Three participants reported illiteracy (no reading and writing skills) and two participants did
not speak any Spanish at all. Therefore, a wide variety of socio-economical and regional
aspects were involved in these speech samples.

2.3

Feedback on Participants' Linguistic Profile

A participants' profile data sheet (see Annex 5) was collected for each speaker accounting for
socio-linguistic information.
Some remarks were made concerning participants' profiles to user partners in order to
improve the selection of candidates to fit to the project's requirements. These remarks
involve 3 main aspects, namely bilingualism, age range and regional dialect, as described
below.
2.3.1

Bilingualism

Not all speakers who reported bilingualism were actually showing C12 skills in both
languages. Language skills and speaker’s accent are among the factors that influence speech
recognition performance. For improving speech recognition performances on accented
speech, a corpus containing accented data should be recorded.
2.3.2 Age Range
The participants must match the use case requirements in terms of age. Sample recordings,
especially from session 1, included young people acting as an elderly person. It is essential to
have voice samples of elderly people since they are the target of KRISTINA. As research
shows, aging has an impact on speech (Kelly, 2013), (Rose, 2002), (Waller, 2015). Speech rate
of elderly slows down, the pitch of women becomes lower and men’s becomes higher. Their
voice gets weaker and more breaths are present (Kelly, 2013)in the speech.
2.3.3

Regional Dialects

As mentioned above, session 2 included several regional dialects of Moroccan Arabic. Corpus
recordings need to provide a sufficient amount of speakers for each language, keeping
regional variations aside. In case speakers of standard varieties cannot be recruited, the
same regional dialect needs to be recorded, e.g. Moroccan Arabic.
These remarks have been reported to use partners and specific actions are being taken in
order to comply with the linguistic specifications required to adapt the ASR systems.

2

for details on proficiency level see http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/DNR_EN.asp
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3 VOCAL USER COMMUNICATION IN DIALOGUES
In KRISTINA, several technologies are combined in order to allow speech-to-speech
communication. The vocal input will pass by several layers: speech recognition, identification
of verbal social and emotional cues, semantic analysis and reasoning, knowledge extraction,
dialog management and discourse generation. Component technologies already existing at
the KRISTINA partners will serve as baselines in the project. These components have typically
been developed to work separately and on "correct" input data.
It is commonly accepted that spoken language differs from written expression. Written
language has (usually) a correct grammatical and syntactical structure. In written texts,
perfect formulation can be observed without any trace of prior modifications. In contrast,
when we speak, we frequently make hesitations, false-starts, repairs or ungrammatical
constructions, and these cannot be erased. Also, in spoken language, sentences tend to be
simpler than in written language, having a more direct form. Both disfluencies and phrase
structures are factors that are known to influence the quality of the speech recognition
systems (Adda-Decker, 1998).
Today’s speech recognition technology is far from perfect. Recognition accuracy depends on
a number of factors (speaker, accent, acoustic conditions, speaking style, topic, interactivity,
etc.). State-of-the-art speech recognition systems are unable to provide an error free output,
due to the limited system vocabulary and to the lack of acoustic model representation. This
imperfect output will be the input for the next layer: the semantic analysis and reasoning.
Analysis tools expecting a rigid structure trained on a well-formed text should be adapted to
deal not only with errors (which can range from one word in ten to one in two being wrong
depending of the language and on the task) due to speech-to-text systems but also with the
lack of reliable cues such punctuations or capitalization (Rosset, 2011).
This section first provides an overview of automatic speech processing and sentiment
analysis, and then analyses the presence of the disfluencies in the KRISTINA corpus from the
point of view of automatic language processing.

3.1

Automatic speech processing

Most state-of-the-art speech-to-text systems use statistical models of speech (Young, 1998)
(Lamel, 2003). They rely on four components: the audio-partitioner (Gauvain, 2001; Lamel,
2003) an acoustic model, a statistical language model and a pronunciation dictionary that
links the acoustic-level representation and the word-sequence output. Both acoustic and
language models are trained on large quantities of news data.
Language models are trained on large quantities of written data (i.e., for the Spanish
language a web corpus containing more than 109 words is used). To this written data,
smaller quantities of transcribed speech are added (i.e. for Spanish, texts corresponding to
more than 200 hours of speech or about 2·106 words). The majority of texts come from news
sources. For some languages, transcriptions of more varied and interactive types of data, like
talk shows, podcasts or telephonic conversations are also available. At our knowledge, no
spontaneous speech corpora in the medical domain are available. Some studies only take
D3.1_EmpSt_VocAspects_UsersInt_Dia_201509_v1.0
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cover partially the medical domain (MedSLT3 project developed a multilingual spoken
language system that supports English, French, Japanese, Spanish, Catalan and Arabic
languages and covers in the medical domain only headache, chest pain and abdominal pain
questions), others have very limited amount of data (less than 1000 sentences from 27
speakers for each of Japanese, English, and Chinese languages (Sakti, 2014) (Neubig, 2013)).
There are several resources containing textual data from medical domain: in French (the
European Language Resources Association organised an evaluation campaign in 2005 for
question and answering in the medical domain on French (DelbecqueE, 2005)), in 22
European languages (for speech translation, consider (Tiedemann, 2009)) .
3.1.1 Speech-to-text system descriptions
Vocapia ASR systems for Arabic, German, Polish, Spanish, and Turkish were used to decode
and to automatically align the KRISTINA data. Usually, 3 hours of audio data from more then
20 speakers are needed to correctly evaluate a STT system. Some samples from the first
corpus recordings contain noises, reverberations or a limited amount of accented speech.
Therefore, results provided in this section are merely informative on the work in process,
and they are to be compared to results on Vocapia’s internal development set.
Percentage of out-of-vocabulary words (OOV) and perplexity are usually used for evaluating
a language model on a given development data set. The out-of-vocabulary words are words
that appear in test data (i.e. manual transcription) and are not in the system’s dictionary.
The perplexity indicates the “match” between a given text (i.e. manual transcriptions of
KRISTINA data or VR development data set) and a predicted distribution (i.e. language
model). OOV and perplexity are given in Table 2. For Spanish and Turkish two systems were
tested, one targeting broadcast data (BN) and the other targeting telephonic conversation
data (CTS). For all languages both OOV rate and perplexity are higher for KRISTINA data than
for the VR development data set. One exception is Spanish CTS, for which the language
model seems to match the KRISTINA data (lower OOV and perplexity) better than the VR
data.
The analysis of this first partial corpus suggests that KRISTINA data is closer acoustically to
broadcast news type data, but the speaking style is more closely related to the
conversational speech. It reinforces our estimation made in the DoW, that an adaptation of
the language models is required in order to reduce both the OOV and the perplexity.

3

http://www.issco.unige.ch/en/research/projects/medslt/index.html
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Language

OOV /ppx
OOV/ppx
KRISTINA data VR dev (~3h)
Arabic BN
14.3/22123
1.1/566
Arabic CTS
17.8/17698
4.6/713
German
2.5/520
0.74/254
Polish
3.6/1224
0.9/449
Spanish BN
0.53/421
0.36/198
Spanish CTS
0.95/239
1.46/287
Turkish BN
4.6/2292
3.4/815
Turkish CTS
13.2/1739
23.1/3081
Table 2. Out of vocabulary rate and perplexity on KRISTINA
development data.

Voc size
320k
117k
300k
400k
190
100
200
45
data and on VR internal

The quality of STT systems is measured in terms of word error rate (WER) and depends on
the quantity of training data (audio + text) and on the development data. On VR internal
development data sets, the WER is 14.7% for the Polish and Spanish languages, 18.8% for
German and 27.9% for Turkish. Vocapia's Arabic STT system targets Modern Standard Arabic
(spoken in Middle East) and obtains 13.7% of WER on Broadcast Data. On the existing
KRISTINA data, these systems obtain 48.6% for Spanish, 48.6% for German, 59.7% for
Turkish, 61.6 for Polish. For the conversational systems, the WER is 20.9% (~192 hours of
audio) for Spanish and 61% for Turkish (~40h of audio training data) on VR internal
development data.
3.1.2 Acoustic model amelioration
During the first period, work was focused on evaluating the existing speech-to-text systems
on KRISTINA data and on ameliorating the systems.
Several ameliorations were brought to the Spanish CTS systems: improved speech
segmentation, ameliorated automatic phonetisation and new acoustic models using neural
networks. The WER decreased by more than 10% absolute, from 31.3 to 20.9%. These
ameliorations were found to carry over on the KRISTINA data, for which the word error rate
was reduced from 56.2% to 46.9%.
The same method will be applied for the other languages and, when applicable, for different
data types (BN, CTS).
3.1.3 Language models and simulated dialogues collection
The language models for the different systems need to be adapted with textual data
corresponding to the KRISTINA domain. User partners made an inventory of available textual
data. This data will be extracted, normalised and used for adapting language models.
In order to get more realistic data that fits the scope of the project, Vocapia has created a
website (https://vx1.vocapia.com/kristina/) to allow project members to write and store
dialogues corresponding to the targeted use cases and scenarios.

D3.1_EmpSt_VocAspects_UsersInt_Dia_201509_v1.0
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The main web page (see Figure 1) provides the list of the use cases of KRISTINA project, and
for the associated scenarios and languages. The users can expand the textual descriptions to
see the details of the different scenarios and get topic samples to stimulate their
imagination. Then the users can select a use-case by clicking on a language linked to this use
case, which leads to the edition page.

Figure 1. Presentation page of KRISTINA web platform to write simulated dialogues
matching KRISTINA’s scenarios.
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Figure 2. Edition page of Kristina web platform to write simulated dialogs matching
KRISTINA’ s scenarios.
The edition page (see Figure 2) has a simple interface composed of a summary of the usecase/scenario/topic-sample (collapse by default), 3 fields to describe the user (name, e-mail,
partner name), one fixed field for the language and a large text area where the user will
write their dialogue. At the bottom of the page one will find 2 buttons: reset to clear the text
area and reset the user info fields. Submission will send the content of the page to the
server. Each dialogue is stored on the server as a simple XML file which the DTD looks like:
<!ELEMENT dialog (info,text)>
<!ATTLIST dialog case CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST dialog scn CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST dialog lid CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST dialog num ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT info (email,name,partner)>
<!ELEMENT email (#CDATA)>
<!ELEMENT name (#CDATA)>
<!ELEMENT partner (#CDATA)>
<!ELEMENT text (#CDATA)>
The dialogues can be viewed and downloaded all at once from the appropriate page.
The site URL is: https://vx1.vocapia.com/kristina/. A login and a password are required,
these are: kristina/119tibedITM.

D3.1_EmpSt_VocAspects_UsersInt_Dia_201509_v1.0
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3.2

Linguistic analysis

Preliminary linguistic analyses were performed on the manually transcribed data and on the
output of the speech recognition system.
3.2.1 Text analysis
The available audio data for Arabic, German, Polish, Spanish and Turkish were manually
transcribed by non-experts. Manual transcriptions were performed following previously
established transcription conventions (see Annex 7.1 ).
For text analysis and future use in language models, all manual transcriptions were
normalised. The main normalisations are: the punctuation was removed, the numbers were
kept in the written form, all tags were removed, all hesitations were converted to the same
form (e.g. {fw}).
Table 3 summarizes the information concerning the number of phrases for each language
and each interaction type. It also gives the average phrase length in words, the number of
hesitations and the number of truncated words appearing in the manual transcription. In
this analysis, a phrase ends by a punctuation sign or it corresponds to a reply in a dialogue
exchange. In German, as expected the average phrase length in monologues is higher than in
the other types of interaction. Also the number of hesitations is greater in interviews than in
dialogues, for both German and Turkish. The phrases seem to be longer when in
monologues.
Interaction type

#phrases #avg
#hesitation #truncated
words/phrase
words
German
Dialogues
459
9.3
68
13
Monologues
76
13.1
41
2
Interview
429
11,3
113
15
Polish
Interview
172
7.6
64
8
Spanish
Interview
441
6.3
81
23
Real data (semFYC) 886
7.2
118
3
Turkish
Dialogues
523
4.08
120
Monologues
221
3.9
93
Interview
1057
5.1
184
Table 3. Number of phrases, average numbers of words per phrases, number of hesitations
and number of truncated words per language and for each type of interaction
In the transcription conventions, it is mentioned that disfluencies (hesitations, truncated
words, repetitions) should be treated with special attention. Nevertheless, the analysis of
manual transcriptions showed that these conventions were not fully respected. In Turkish,
for instance, no word was considered as truncated.
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#words

#uniq words

#char by word
(in avg)
Arabic
4000
1800
4.2
German
10097
1723
8.6
Polish
2072
778
8.0
Spanish
9140
1537
7.6
Turkish
8413
1553
9.1
Table 4. Number total of words, number of different words and average word length in the
normalised manual transcriptions.
The average word length in the manual transcription is, as expected, bigger for Turkish and
German which are agglutinative languages (see Table 4). In this 1st KRISTINA corpus, the
Spanish people speak the fastest with about 165 words per minute, followed by the German
with 142 words per minute, the Polish 122 and the Turkish with 107 words per minute. The
next session of recordings and novel studies will allow for further investigation in this
direction. Speech rate should be calculated as a function of the different interactions, and
word length should be compared with textual data for example.
3.2.2 Sentiment analysis
One of the main goals of the KRISTINA project is the development of a human-like socially
competent and communicative agent. A crucial feature for such an agent is the ability to
recognise human emotions and react accordingly. To tackle the challenge of detecting and
identifying emotions in a conversation between a virtual agent and a human user we would
like to develop a rule based system for sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis describes the
task of extracting emotions or polarity from a textual source using methods from the area of
natural language processing, text analysis and computational linguistics. In our case this
textual source is represented by the output of the VR speech recogniser.
The UAU approach relies on three separate components.
The affect dictionary

The foundation is thereby built on the so-called affect dictionary. This type of dictionary is
commonly used in rule-based approaches for sentiment analysis. By associating words with
an emotional orientation they enable the system to search for certain keywords within a text
which might give some indication about its overall emotional polarity. An affect dictionary
may provide additional syntactical information about its words, like part of speech or the
word stem, which we also utilise for our take on sentiment analysis. For our purposes we
combined multiple, publicly available lexica to maximise the effect of keyword spotting.
Grammatical structure analysis

The second component analyses the grammatical structure of the input text with help from
the Stanford natural language parser (Manning, 2014). The information gained is very
important for the task of sentiment analysis in multiple ways.
First of all, we improve the overall quality of word spotting by including information about
speech parts, which helps with disambiguating words with the same spelling but different
emotional meanings.
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Furthermore, knowing about the grammatical structure of a sentence enables us to extract
clues about the overall polarity of a sentence from the coordination of its clauses. Lets take a
quick look at the example sentence “usually agents are abhorrent to me but I like this one”
to visualise the benefits of grammatical structure analysis for our task. While the word “like”
connotes a positive polarisation in this example it does not in the sentence “you look like
your father”, where it is used as preposition rather then a verb. This ambiguity can simply be
clarified by considering the part of speech for “like”. In addition the conjunction “but”
indicates that the second clause is contrastive to the first one and also that it is the
dominant clause, with respect to the emotional orientation (Neviarouskaya, 2013).
Processing rules

The third part of our system combines the affect dictionary and the grammatical analysis
with rule based processing steps to calculate the final sentiment of the textual input. For this
processing we utilised a semantic parser called SPIN (Engel, 2006). This system allows us to
create order-independent pattern matching rules which are able to consolidate multiple
words to a single phrase with a specific emotional orientation. For instance, the rule
Negation() EmotionalItem(semVal:low_pos) -> EmotionalPhrase(semVal:low_neg)
matches a negation with a positive word and translates those two words into a phrase with
negative polarity. Besides such intuitive rules our system contains a lot more sophisticated
ones which are described in or derived from literature (Neviarouskaya, 2013) (Agarwal,
2008), (Agarwal, 2008) (Meena, 2007) (Zhao, 2012) (Leech, 2013).
For the evaluation of the system performance we used a set of 200 sentences which are
manually prelabeled. These sentences are loosely based on the Velten mood induction
technique (Velten, 1968), which means that they are intentionally made to express a specific
sentiment or emotion. In our case all sentences are classified as positive, negative or neutral.
Given the artificial origination of the corpus we also used 68 selected utterances from
recordings in Tübingen and Málaga to get a first impression of the system performance
under more realistic circumstances. To label this data we asked 5 independent annotators to
classify each utterance on an integer scale from -2 (highly negative) to +2 (highly positive). As
final result we used the average value from all 5 annotations. We then mapped those
numbers to a five-degree scale containing the values highly negative, low negative, neutral,
low positive, highly positive. In addition we also created a coarser grained mapping of the
data containing the same classes as the 200 prelabeled sentences.
The calculation of the average F1-Measure for all classes is presented in the Table 5.
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Corpus

Avg. F1-Measure

Velten-Sentences

77%

KRISTINA (3-degree)

71%

KRISTINA(5-degree)

64%

Table 5. Average F1-measures for different corpora
The presented approach concerning sentiment analysis reaches an average F1-Measure up
to 77% accuracy during first tests with a prelabeled dataset. Also the evaluation on some
selected samples from the recordings in Tübingen and Málaga produced promising results.
There are, however, some shortcomings. The utterance “and there was a connection and
uhm you felt this from both sides” for example carries an implicit positive meaning but since
there are no emotional keywords to recognise our system classifies the sentence as neutral.
Additionally, the sentiment analysis approach is not capable of covering all grammatical
features, since there are too many specifics to manually write rules for every one of them.
Furthermore the system is not yet language independent, which is required by the KRISTINA
project.
To overcome those deficits we plan to explore automatic rule creation using deep learning
algorithms as well as multimodal fusion approaches with the non-verbal emotion detection
systems for other project partners. We also would like to evaluate an exchange of the
Stanford parser with the one from UPF for quality and integration purposes.

3.3

Paralinguistic cues

The goal of the paralinguistic analysis within the recognition module in KRISTINA is twofold:
detecting relevant content and predicting the emotional charge of the user's utterance. In
this deliverable, three preliminary analyses were carried out involving prosodic prominence
correlation: (i) to domain-related keywords (by means of pitch and hesitation duration); (ii)
to sentiment linguistic analysis as described in the previous section; and (iii) across languages
in a bilingual participant talking about the same experience in German and Turkish. Further
paralinguistic cues will be analysed in D4.1 which is entirely dedicated to non-verbal aspects
of the user interventions in dialogues.
3.3.1 Prosody to keyword correlation
The manual transcriptions were aligned with the audio signal and each word's start and end
time was marked. For each 10ms frame, a pitch value and voicing probability were
calculated over a 30ms window. Pitch values for which the voicing probabilities were smaller
than 0.7 were filtered out. Only pitch values within 100-300 Hz were kept. For each word,
the pitch slope (the difference between the biggest and the smallest value) was calculated.
Table 7 presents the results of the delta pitch for each language. The average is obtained by
taking into account only words that were selected by user partners as being important (e.g.
keywords) and by taking all words together. Results show that pitch slope on keywords is
more important than for the rest of the words. Also, the average duration for all words is
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smaller than the average duration of keywords. Bigger pitch slope and bigger word duration
for keywords may suggest that the speakers put emphasis on these words (see Table 8).
Language

Word
Hesitation
duration (s)
duration (s)
German
0.27
0.26
Polish
0.39
0.44
Spanish
0.22
0.32
Table 6. Average word and hesitation duration obtained using automatic alignment of
manual transcription with audio data.
A larger corpora is needed to compare between hesitations and words durations (Table 6).
On KRISTINA corpora, it seems that for Polish and Spanish hesitations are longer than other
words.
All words
Keywords
Delta pitch
Pitch Delta pitch
pitch
German 29.6
204.2 48.8
209.2
Spanish 25.4
155.0 40.8
155.6
Turkish 33.1
175.7 42.9
190.2
Table 7. Delta pitch and pitch values obtained for words and only on keywords.
The average of pitch values in Spanish is lower than for the other languages because there
are more female speakers in the German and Turkish data.
All words
German 0.72
Spanish 0.62
Turkish 0.73

Keywords
0.46
0.37
0.56

Table 8. Average duration of all words and only of keywords.
On a larger KRISTINA corpus data, a more complete study on sentiment analysis should be
performed. Other measures related to pitch (mean, median, variance…), to energy,
formants, cepstral coefficients, voice quality will be considered. The results should be
compared with those obtained by recent studies on sentiment-related user stated in speech;
they use 32 to 1000 features and the performance ranges from 80% correct classification for
a two-class problem to 60% for a four class-problem (Batliner, 2008) (Devillers, 2010).
3.3.2 Prosody to sentiment analysis correlation
The first prosody studies were done on two sample recordings. These two monologues
containing a positive and a negative experience in German (de_mon02 and de_mon03
respectively) were segmented into prosodic phrases (PPh) and acoustic information
concerning pitch (minimum and maximum), intensity (minimum, mean and maximum) and
duration were extracted and normalized for each segment using z-scores. Thereupon, a
prosodic prominence score is calculated for each utterance matching the negative to
positive range (-2 to 2).
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The speaker in these dialogues was a nurse in the psychiatric ward of a hospital who was
instructed to explain, in turns, a positive and negative experience in her work. Thereupon, a
correlation between emotional paralinguistic cues and linguistic sentiment analysis is
hypothesised to correlate, even though the correlation does not have to coincide in terms of
polarity (there may be negative correlations: e.g. sentiment highly positive sentences with a
highly negative prosodic score). The following sections describe results for each positive and
negative monologue studied and some preliminary remarks are made on how KRISTINA
should be able to recognize and process these prosodic cues.
In order to correlate results from sentiment analysis (see 3.2.2 ) the same number of
sentences in terms of utterance segmentation was used in this experiment.
Positive monologue

Eighteen sentences were identified in this monologue and ranked from –2 to 2 as carrying
prosodic prominence. The most salient positive (closer to 2) sentences were numbers 7, 9
and 12. A manual comparison to the sentiment ranking of those sentences has been done
observing the following facts:





The highest numbers in sentiment analysis (sentences 2, 8 and 17) do not coincide
with prosodic prominence.
Sentences marked with prosodic prominence coincide with relevant content in the
discourse: e.g. "I realised there was a connection between us" (sentence 7), "I listened
to her telling about her problem" (sentence 9), "There simply was a good atmosphere
between us" (sentence 12).
There is a negative correlation in sentence 17, as it got a high positive sentiment
score and a low prosodic score.

Negative monologue

Twenty-two sentences were identified in the monologue on a negative experience. There
were no extreme prosodic scores in any of the sentences; mode values remained between –
1 and 1, which means there was no relevant average variation. The only exception is
sentence 7, e.g. "I looked in the bathroom and she was not there!". This sentence is, in fact,
prosodically marked as the main idea in the monologue, after listening to the monologue, it
involves a slight feeling of fear (i.e. that the nurse could not find the patient anywhere).
In an auditory examination, the participant was perceived as calmed and relaxed, telling
about her experiences from a professional point of view, both in the positive and negative
examples. Even though, her tone of voice was not signalling excitement in either direction.
The variations marked by this experiment's prosodic scores signal the main ideas of her
speech in terms of content, and may serve as a second dimension in a balance-arousal
model together with the linguistic sentiment analysis.
3.3.3 Prosodic prominence across languages
In this experiments we have used the same dialogues in German as analysed in the previous
section and their semi-parallel equivalents in Turkish. The same speaker, who was bilingual
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in German-Turkish, was asked to repeat the same positive and negative experiences in
Turkish, trying to keep the content as close as possible.
Voice samples in Turkish were segmented into prosodic phrases (PPh) and acoustic
prominence values were extracted as described in section 2. Furthermore, sentences were
aligned in terms of content, obtaining the results shown in Figure 3 when comparing
phrasing and prominence.

Figure 3. Level of coincidence in prosodic prominence and phrasing in German and Turkish
In this experiment we can observe that:



prosodic cues may vary across languages (German-Turkish in this case) even if the
content is emotionally relevant and the speaker the same;
a strong level of coincidence (over 60%) is found across languages (German-Turkish)
between content structure and prosodic phrasing even though they belong to
different linguistic families and differ greatly in syntax and morphology.

Further analyses need to be carried out in order to establish the exact prosodic cues that
KRISTINA needs to be able to recognize according to each language specific communicative
convention in terms of prosodic emotionally charged content.

3.4

Association of linguistic cues with paralinguistic features

Users partners have selected a set of words that were judged to be significant for their use
cases from the manually transcribed corpus. A list of keywords was established for Spanish,
Turkish and German. German and Turkish keywords were manually selected by both a care
expert and a medical student, based on the two scenarios of the first use case. A list of
keywords was also selected by a non-expert user. Two sets of Spanish keywords were
manually selected independently by both a medical expert and a non-expert user, based on
the two scenarios of the second use case. The final list was built after checking the
agreement between both users in order to ensure the consistency of the list. These lists of
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keywords can be found in Annexes 7.2 (German keywords list), 7.3 (Spanish keywords list)
and 7.4 (Turkish keywords list).
The end-users marked a variable number of keywords between 33 keywords (the Turkish
non-expert user) and 144 (the Turkish expert user). For Spanish, the expert user only added
about 30 keywords to the list of keywords selected by the non-expert user. Future
investigations are needed to study for example the correlation between the list of keywords
between two end-users or between an expert and a non-expert.
From manual transcriptions only sentences that contain hesitations, false starts or words
labelled as miss-pronounced were selected. Table 9 present the percentage of phrases
containing disfluencies, keywords and both a disfluency and a keyword.
Language

Interaction
type

% sentences % keywords %
with
disfluencies+
disfluencies
keywords
German
Dialogues
14.8
24.6
7.4
Monologues 53.9
23.7
11.8
Interview
26.3
36.1
10.3
Polish
Interview
14.5
Spanish
Interview
18.4
41.7
8.4
Real
data 13.3
55.6
8.7
(semFYC)
Turkish
Dialogues
22.0
10.7
5.3
Monologues 42.1
11.3
6.8
Interview
17.4
4.8
1.1
Table 9. Percentage of phrases containing disfluencies, keywords and both disfluencies and
keywords.
More in-depth studies need to be conducted in order to assess a set of features (acoustic
and linguistic) that will allow to predict the words that are emphasised by the speaker. These
speech-related features may be combined with the video based features.
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4 FUTURE STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENTS
The corpus recorded during the first session of recordings allowed a preliminary analysis of
the vocal aspects of user interactions in dialogues. The results presented in this deliverable
should be confirmed on larger corpora recorded in the next sessions.
In the next periods, the development and analysis presented here could be completed by:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

creating a development data set for testing STT systems (and all components in
general) in each language. This development set has to be set up in the very next
period. It will allow evaluation of the performance of all systems used in KRISTINA
and keep track of their evolution during the project. It will also allow tuning all
systems on the same basis.
creating a common set of normalisation for the textual documents. In this way both
speech-to-text and semantic analysis will be trained on the same basis. Furthermore
all layers should be trained to take into account “imperfect” output, coming from
other layers (see Figure 1.1 in DoW).
adapting language models to KRISTINA domain by using simulated dialogs inputted
by end-users in the platform built up on this purpose. Additional textual documents
will also be used to adapt language models for each language.
improving acoustic models for each language (as done for the Spanish CTS system)
comparing of manual vs. automatic transcription as input to sentiment analysis. This
study will allow seeing what are the performances of a sentiment analysis system on
a “perfect” transcription.
establishing the prosodic cues that KRISTINA needs to be able to recognize according
to each language specific communicative convention in terms of prosodic
emotionally charged content.
finding a minimum set of acoustic and linguistic features that can be used in
automatic sentiment analysis and for keywords detection for KRISTINA languages.
This set should be compared with existing studies in the domain.
creation of a common multimodal Ground-Truth methodology, that serves to
validate performance on the automatic systems on sentiment recognition.
finding an agreement on what main emotions need to be recognised in each culture,
how they are expressed and what possibilities they need to trigger in the DM as
possible reactions to be generated by KRISTINA.
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5 PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this deliverable is to summarize a preliminary study of the vocal aspects of
the user interventions in dialogues. To do this, the preliminary KRISTINA corpus was used for
evaluating the existing STT system, doing linguistic and paralinguistic analyses and studying
the correlation between both of them. Manual transcriptions for German, Polish, Spanish
and Turkish were used. The Arabic transcriptions are still being validated and were only
partially used.
The first results obtained on KRISTINA corpus showed, as stated in DoW, that speech-to-text
systems trained on broadcast or conversational type of data should be adapted to the
KRISTINA corpora. The WER ranges from ~26% to ~74% depending on the speaker. The
average WER is almost twice as big for KRISTINA data than for an internal development data
set. These results reinforce the need to adapt the systems to KRISTINA requirements.
The out of vocabulary rate of KRISTINA data is smaller for the BN system than for the CTS
systems, but the perplexities of the latter are smaller. This suggests, as expected, that the
vocabulary of the KRISTINA data is close to that of the BN system, but the phrase structure is
simpler, like in the CTS data. More realistic data that fits the project scope, should be
obtained using the website that allows project members to write and store dialogues
corresponding to the targeted use cases and scenarios.
Prosodic studies showed that the prosodic cues vary across languages (German and Turkish),
even if the content is emotionally relevant and the speaker is the same. On a sample
studied, a strong level of coincidence (over 60%) wad found for the two languages (GermanTurkish).
Preliminary analysis showed that keywords identified by users partners have a larger pitch
slope than the rest of the words (see Table 3 for number of words for each language). This
tendency is observed for all languages studied, on each file and should be validated on a
larger corpus.
As expected, this study shows that the disfluencies are more present in interactive types of
data (interview, dialogue) than in less interactive types of data (monologue). Also, we
remarked that transcribing disfluencies is “transcriber dependent”. Using the same
transcription conventions some annotators did not find truncated words for example. That
shows that disfluencies not only depends on the speaker (some people will make more
hesitations then others), but are also annotator dependent. Future studies are needed to
see what the human inter-annotator agreement on a hesitation tagging task.
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7 APPENDIX
7.1

Transcription conventions

Guidelines:
-------------All transcriptions must be saved as plain text files (UTF-8 encoding) and saved with exactly
the same name as the source audio.
If another language is spoken within the files, these elements can be ignored (with the
exception of small code-switching like often for Arabic/MSA/French/Spanish).
Details are really important – for example the number of digits on a large number: i.e un
million will be 1.000.000 instead of 1.000.000.000.
Transcribers must use standard orthography, word segmentation, and word spelling. All files
must be spell checked when transcription is complete. BUT, do not try to correct the
speaker's grammatical errors (frequent occurrences in spoken language).
Spelling must be the same for proper nouns and common nouns throughout the entire
transcription (i.e. Arafat and not Arrafat, Araafat...). This rule is especially applicable to
words for which the spelling is unknown or uncertain. If a word has a unknown orthography
- phonetically transcribe the unknown word as closely as possible and add two circumflexes
(^^) before it.
Overlapping/unintelligible speech
If overlapping speech occurs in one speaker turn, transcribers should write what they can
hear without doing a big effort. If they can transcribe what both speakers say, they will do it
separating both sentences by sign // .If it is not intelligible they would use & symbol
For all unintelligible speech (one word or more), use & symbol.
Repetitions&hesitations
Therefore, every word that is heard (including hesitations, repetitions, onomatopoeia, etc.),
and only what is heard, must be transcribed. However, when the same word is pronounced
several times, we should not waste our time counting it too thoroughly .
The % symbol should be in Latin form, please do not use other encodings. Hesitations will be
accompanied by % symbol (I.e %hum, %euh, %euh). If a word is repeated only two or three
times, it would be better to transcribe them instead of using the symbol %
já % => já já
logo % => logo logo
Partially pronounced words
Partial words will be annotated either with (). Transcribers should not spend a lot of time
counting partial words when speakers hesitate. They can mark several times the fragmented
words with the portion of word is pronounced and completed by (). If the partial word can
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be determined by the context, the missing portion is to be noted as well in the parentheses
(i.e. eco(), agri(culture)....).
Case
The first letter of a word that comes after a period or question mark should NOT be
capitalised.
Upper case is reserved for the following usages: Spelling, Abbreviations, Acronyms, Proper
noun.
The first letter of a word that comes after a period or question mark should not be
capitalised (unless it is a proper name). The transcriber missed some of these words. (Então,
Segundo, Em... => então, segundo, em...)
Numbers
All numbers are written out both as words and as numbers. A tag will be used to delimitate
them as in the sample.
<nb> two thousands 2000 </nb>
For the time, it would be preferably to use colon instead of dot to separate hours and
minutes
<nb> oito e vinte e seis 8.26 </nb> => <nb> oito e vinte e seis 8:26 </nb>
Name of a hospital: Carlos III, transcribed like “Carlos the Third”, correct?
A: for this case you should use Carlos <nb> III the Third </nb>.
Symbols
Transcribe all spoken symbols in letter form instead of using the symbol. Incomplete list:
- units of measure: metre, kilograms, litres, euro
- punctuation: comma, period,...
- operation signs: times, plus, minus, equals
- fractions: quarter, third
Acronyms
Write all acronyms in upper case with no spaces or period.

7.2

List of German keywords

The list of keywords selected by EKUT. These keywords match the 1st KRISTINA use case.
Medikament
Bauchschmerzen
Beschwerden
Familie
Erkrankungen
Allergien
Reise
trinken
Rezept
Respekt
Kinder

besuchen
spontan
Termin
Essgewohnheiten
Uhrzeiten, sondern man isst
mindestens
Islam
Tabu
Rituale
Beten unbedingt also in der
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Religion, da achtet man schon
darauf.
Kultur
Kleidungsstil
Pflege
Besonderheiten
Körperpflege
Gesundheit
Krankheit
Sterben
Krankenschwester
Ausbildung
Verwandtschaften
Kliniken
Geschwister
Problematik
Verbindung
Lösungsvorschläge
Anweisung
Rücken
Knie
Lehnen
Hebel
falsch machen
Haltung
auf die Sicherheit achten
Geschwindigkeit
Rollstuhl
Bett
Bremsen sichern
Stufe
Treppen

7.3

Informationen
Auskunft
Dauer
natürlich nicht gut. da, es
gibt dann Folgeschäden.
mobilen Pflege
Sturz
mobil
Blutzucker
Essgewohnheiten
Internet
Sturz
Bad
Sorgen
Kontinenz
Schwäche
Bewegung
Essgewohnheiten
Diabetes
Diabetes
professionelle Pflegerin
Gläser
Kaffee
Lieblingsgetränke
Tee
Wasser
Geschmack
wechseln
Ersatz
empfehlen
Schnabeltasse

List of Spanish keywords

The list of keywords selected by UPF and semFYC. These keywords match the 2nd KRISTINA
use case.
dolor de huesos
^^empadronamiento
España
Ramadán
ayuda del Estado
inmigrante
sin papeles
Alhucemas?
centros de salud
Andalucía
Ceuta
Doctor

Entiendo
España
Estado
Marruecos
Málaga
SAS
Tetuán
abuso laboral
aconsejan
adaptes
adenoma
adenoma de próstata
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adicto
administración
aguja
analítica
antibiótico
antiinflamatorio
análisis
aparato vascular
aprensiva
aprensividad^^
archivo de historias clínicas
articulaciones
articulación
artrosis
asustada
asustas
atender
atendió
atiende
atienden
auscultamos
ayudan
bien
bien atendida
bilis
boca del estómago
brazo
brazos
cabeza
calcio
camilla
cansada
cansancio
cargada
cartilla
casquetes pleurales
cefaleas tensionales
centro de salud
chafada
chequeo
circulación
cirugía
cita
clínica
coger el sueño
colesterol
comunicar
conducta
conejito de indias
confianza
consulta

consultarme
control
corazón
cotiza
cotizado
cotizado seguridad social
cotizamos
cotizar
cotizo
criaron
cuesta
cultura
curar
curativas
cáncer
daño
decaimiento
decaída
delicado
denuncia
depresión
deprimida
derecho
derechos
descansado
despertó
diagnóstico
dientes apretados
dieta
dificultadescultura
doctor
doctores
dolor
dolor de huesos
dolores
dolores de cabeza
dolía
dolían
dormida
dormir
dosis altas
drogas
duele
ecodopler^^
efecto
efecto inmediato
encuentras mal
encuentres mejor
enfermedad
enfermera
enfermeros
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engordar
escozor
escupía
escáner
esfuerzo
espalda
español
españoles
especialista
estadillo
estancada
estirarse
examinado
exploración
explorar
explorarlo
exploro
falta de calcio
familia
farmacia
fatal
fibromialgia
fiebre
fiesta del cordero
fisio^^
fortalecer
fuerza con las mandíbulas
genéticas
gimnasia
gimnasio
grave
guardia
ha evolucionado bien
hecha polvo
hernia de estómago
hijo
hinchado
hipertensión
historial
historial clínico
hoj de reclamación
hoja de solicitud de queja
hombros
hormigueos
horrible
horror
horroroso
hospital
huesos
idioma
ilegal

impresos de recetas
informe
ingresada
inmigrante
integras
intentos de suicidioAndalucía
intervención
irrita
lengua
levantar por la noche
levanto
libertad
ligamento
ligamentos
llorar
madre
mal
malagueños
mandaron a casa
manto positivo
manías
mareos
marroquí
marroquís
martirio
materno
medicación
medicina
medicinas
mejorar
mejoremos
mejoría
mentalidad
migraña
molesta
molestias
mucolítico^^
mujer
musculatura
médico
médico de pago
médicos
músculo
nacieron
natación
nervios
neurológico
niños
no se encontraba bien
norte
obtura
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operación
orinar
oscila
osteoporosis
padrón
pagas
papel del & empadronamiento
papeles
parado
pareja
parte neurológica
parto
parto del niño
pasaporte
pastilla
pastillas
país
país
países
perjudican estómago
pesada
pierna
pierna suelta
pinchado
poli algias
preocupa
prescriben
presión
prevenirlas
preventivas
problemas
programación
programado
protector gástrico
prueba
prueba ostelometría^^
próstata
psicólogo
psiquiatra
psiquiatra
cotización
pulmonía
pulmón
pulso del corazón músculo
pulsos periféricos
quirúrgicas
radiación
radiografía
radiografías
receta
recetado

recetan
recetas
recete
reflejos
relajará
resfriado
residencia
resonancia
resultado
Marruecos
reumatológico
rodillas
régimen dietético
sacándote la sangre
salud
salud pública
sangre
sanidad
sarpullido
se encuentra muy mal
se queja
seguridad social
sensación
sentarse
silla de ruedas
sistema arterial
sistema sanitario
sistema venoso
sobrepeso
sueño
suplementos
sur de España
síntomas
tapón
tapón de moco
tendones
tensión
tonificará
tos
tos seca
trabajado
trabajar
trabajar sin papeles
trabajo
tranquilizantes
trastorno de personalidad
trastornos
tratamiento
tratamiento preventivo
tratamiento psiquiátrico
tratan
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trato
trámites
tuberculosis
turno asistencial
tóxicas
urgencias
urgente

7.4

varices
varices incipientes
variz
vascular
visitar
África
úlcera de estómago

List of Turkish keywords

The list of keywords selected by UPF, followed by EKUT list. These keywords match the 1st
KRISTINA use case. For the studies presented in this deliverable only the first list of keywords
(UPF) was taken into consideration.
alerji
ağrı
bakıcı
bağımlılık
dehidre
diyabet hastalığı
enjekte
hap
hasta
hastalık
hastane
hemşire
ilaç
iltihap
immodium
insulin
ishal
iğne
nöbet
onkoloji
penisilin
pozisyon
problem
psikiyatri
psikiyatrik
rahat
rahatsız
stres
tedavi
terapi
teşhis
şeker hastalığı
şikayet

EKUT

Alevilik
Almanca
Almanya
Bursalı
Elazığlıyım
Erzincanlı
Kayseri'de
Kürtlük
Mekke
Travmav
Türkiye'
Türkçe
aile
akrabalar
alerjim
alış verişimizi
annem
asansör
ayakları
az
ağrınız
ağrıyor
babam
bacaklarınızın
bahçeyi
banyo
bardak
bayramı
belki
camiye
cuma
dağlara
dikkat etseniz
dil
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dindar
diyabet hastalığı
doktoraya
doktorlara
domuz
domuz eti
dua
dönerek
evli
evlilik öncesi seks
fakirdik
frenlere
gece nöbetine
göller
göstermeye
haber
hapı
hasta
hastalıktan
hastalığı
hastamız
hastaneler
hastanelere
hayat şartlarınızı
hemşireyim
hesaplayalım
ilaç
ilaçlarım
insanlar
ishal
içki
iş
kahvaltıyı
kahve
kan sonuçları
kardeşlerime
karnınız ağrıyor
karım
karıyla koca
kaymamak
kötü
köyde
kültürden
limonata
mantı
mağdur
memleketimde
memleketten
merdivenleri
meslek
mezheptensiniz

müslüman
namazına
ne kadar
okul
okula
olaylar
oturtabilir
para
pozisyona
psikiyatride
rahat hissetmesi
rüyalar
sandalyeye
schpetzle
seminerleren
soru
su
sıcakkanlılar
tarla
tekerlekli
tekerli sandalyeye
televizyonda
temiz hava
terapi
teşhis
torunlar
travma
tıp
uykum
yabancı
yastık
yataktan
yaşında
yaşıyorsun
yemek
yemekleri
yemekte ve içecekte
yurt dışına
çay
çobanlık
çocuklarımız
çok
ölçüm aletinin
öğrenci kültürü
ülkeden
üniversite öğrencisi
üzgün
İstanbul
şehire
şeker
şeker hastalığı
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5.

Linguistic

Form
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